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INTRODUCTION

This report gives an overview of the government and public sector in those areas in

which the Government of the Republic of Cyprus (RoC) exercises effective control1

(hereafter: RoC). It outlines how the sector is structured, how things operate in terms

of human capital and also examines the situation from a financial angle. 
Section 1 outlines the structure of the government, including the central government, the

broader public sector and local government.  The aim is to present the bigger picture and
focus on some of those entities that have aspects worthy of closer examination. This section
touches upon issues such as organisation, status and competences.

Sections 2 and 3 assess human and financial resources in the public sector. In both cases
we examine some key statistics and follow with an assessment of various functional aspects.
In Section 2 (human resources) we examine, inter alia, quantitative and qualitative trends of
human capital in the public sector. In Section 3 (financial resources) we compare the resources
allocated to each entity.

The final section aims at assessing the impact on public sector reform of the three-year
economic adjustment programme that the RoC completed in 2016, while offering food for
thought on certain functional aspects of the public sector that could improve.

For the purposes of this publication, the public sector has been divided into three cate -
gories: government (executive and ministries), the public sector at large and local government.
In so far as information and data are available, these categories w ill be addressed separately
under each section.

Whereas the scope of central and local government is well defined and targeted, the
wider public sector is an all-encompassing category, which embraces entities of diverse
functions that are meant to serve the public interest. This category includes, inter alia, inde -
pendent authorities, semi-governmental organisations as well as other bodies and councils. 

June 2018

1 Protocol 10 of the Act of Accession: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:12003T/PRO/10. 

2

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:12003T/PRO/10
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2 For more details, see A. Markides, The Republic of Cyprus, in Kortmann et al., Constitutional Law of 10 EU Member States
(2006).

SECTION 1.1: CENTRAL GOVERNMENT
The RoC runs a presidential system of government. The Council of Ministers (the executive) is
appointed by the President and is not drawn from members of the legislature (although
occasionally deputies will relinquish their parliamentary positions in order to take up a
ministerial post). As a result of the political division of the island in 1963-64 and its physical
division in 1974, a number of provisions of the 1960 constitution are suspended under the
“doctrine of necessity”.  For example, there is no Turkish Cypriot vice-president.2 The RoC has
been a member of the EU since 2004 and a member of the eurozone since 2008. The
government in place since 2013 is led by the right-leaning Democratic Rally (DISY), which
currently has a minority in the single-chamber parliament. 

In this section we shall outline the Presidency and the ministries. We shall also discuss
the Unit of Administrative Reform, which fell until recently under the Presidency umbrella, as
well as deputy ministries, one of which has been established and two of which have been
proposed.

1.1.1  Presidency
The Presidency is essentially the office of the elected President of the RoC, providing the latter
with support in exercising his/her duties.  This is further divided into various offices at the
service of the President (see Chart 1), including the office of the Government Spokesperson,
the Diplomatic Office, a number of Commissioners (such as the Commissioners on
Environment and on Humanitarian and Diaspora Issues), as well as advisory offices and
bodies for specialised issues, etc. Political affiliation plays a role in the staffing of the various
offices under the Presidency umbrella, and those heading each office are generally political
appointees. 

Section 1: 

STRUCTURE OF THE GOVERNMENT  
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Chart 1:  Organisational structure of the Presidency of the RoC
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Source: http://www.presidency.gov.cy/presidency/presidency.nsf/prc21_gr/prc21_gr?opendocument

http://www.presidency.gov.cy/presidency/presidency.nsf/prc21_gr/prc21_gr?opendocument
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1.1.2  Ministries

There are currently 11 ministries in the RoC:  

n Ministry of Agriculture, Rural Development and Environment
n Ministry of Defence
n Ministry of Education and Culture
n Ministry of Energy, Commerce, Industry and Tourism
n Ministry of Finance
n Ministry of Foreign Affairs
n Ministry of Health
n Ministry of Interior
n Ministry of Justice and Public Order
n Ministry of Labour, Welfare and Social Insurance
n Ministry of Transport, Communications and Works

A ministry’s organisational structure (see Chart 2) typically includes the Permanent
Secretary—the highest-ranking civil servant within the structure— and various directorates,
including a directorate or unit responsible for coordination and input of EU policy. As an
illustration, Chart 2 shows the organisational structure of the Ministry of Finance.

Chart 2: Organisational structure of the Ministry of Finance

Structure of the government 

Source: http://mof.gov.cy/assets/modules/wnp/articles/201607/6/docs/organogram_mof_29_2_16_003.pdf

http://mof.gov.cy/assets/modules/wnp/articles/201607/6/docs/organogram_mof_29_2_16_003.pdf
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1.1.3  Former Unit of Administrative Reform
A novelty within the (traditional) organisational structure of the Presidency, this Unit was
established when the RoC was implementing the economic adjustment programme as part
of the bailout programme with international lenders in 2013-16 and was formally abolished
in May 2018. Its establishment derived from the commitment to implement structural
reforms that would ensure the long-term sustainability of public finances as part of the
adjustment programme. The mandate of the Unit was twofold and covered a reform plan for
public administration as well as growth-oriented reforms (see Chart 3). The Under-Secretary
to the President served as its political chief. The Unit was largely staffed with civil servants
coming from different ministries and services. When it was dissolved, the various competences
were divided among the relevant ministries. Implementation of the recommended reforms
has been slow, as it is dependent on passage in Parliament, where the government does not
have a majority (see Section 4: Commentary). 

Chart 3:  Mandate of the former Unit of Administrative Reform

Political Supervisor: Under-Secretary to the President

Source: http://www.reform.gov.cy/en/the-unit-of-administrative-reform/organisational-chart

http://www.reform.gov.cy/en/the-unit-of-administrative-reform/organisational-chart
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3 ‘ECB cautions Cyprus to respect central bank’s independence’, by Stelios Orphanides, Cyprus Mail, 16 March 2015,
http://cyprusbusinessmail.com/?p=5893. 

Structure of the government 

1.1.4  Deputy ministries 
Another novelty is the creation of deputy ministries. These have been proposed largely to
address constitutional issues. As a by-product of the Cyprus problem and constitutional case-
law on the scope of the Doctrine of Necessity (Markides 2006), the establishment of new
ministries has been problematic. As a result, the RoC has not previously had ministries
dedicated solely to two of the main pillars of its economy: tourism and shipping. The tourism
portfolio has been handled by the Cyprus Tourism Organisation (CTO), a semi-governmental
organisation reporting to the Minister of Energy, Commerce, Industry and Tourism, while until
March 2017 the shipping portfolio was handled primarily by the Department of Merchant
Shipping reporting to the Minister of Transport, Communications and Works. 

This changed in 2016, when the Council of Ministers approved on 26 October 2016 the
establishment of Deputy Ministries for Tourism and Shipping. Whereas the Parliament
approved the Deputy Ministry for Shipping on 14 July 2017 (Law 123(I)/2017 of 28 July 2017),
it has not yet passed legislation on the Deputy Ministry for Tourism. The Deputy Ministry for
Shipping is based in the port city of Limassol and started functioning on 1 March 2018. 

On 2 December 2016 the Council of Ministers also approved the establishment of a
Deputy Ministry for Development (sometimes translated as Deputy Ministry for Growth).
However, Parliament has still to pass the relevant legislation. The Development portfolio is
currently being dealt with as part of the reform agenda.

While they are termed deputy ministries, they operate for the most part like fully fledged
ministries. For example, the Deputy Minister for Shipping attends meetings of the Council of
Ministers. The deputy ministry is politically and administratively independent of any other
ministry and submits a separate budget and reports annually to the Council of Ministers. Like
other ministers, the deputy minister is appointed by the President and is charged with the
responsibility of horizontal policy-making and implementation. One area that differs is if the
deputy minister makes proposals that involve changes to legislation. In that case the proposals
go via the relevant ministry. 

SECTION 1.2:  BROADER PUBLIC SECTOR
1.2.1  Independent authorities
The constitution of the RoC provides for three independent authorities (Articles 112 to 121):
the office of the Attorney General, the office of the Auditor General and the Central Bank of
Cyprus. These offices enjoy administrative independence and their work is not subject to
political supervision by any ministry, although in practice there have been serious political
differences between the President and the Governor of the Central Bank that have led to
interventions from the European Central Bank.3 The President of the Republic appoints the

http://cyprusbusinessmail.com/?p=5893
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head of office as well as the deputy in the case of the Attorney General and the Auditor
General. The Attorney General and Auditor General have the status of permanent civil
servants, who enjoy similar rights to judges of the Supreme Court.4 The only way for them to
be dismissed from office is on disciplinary grounds and by decision of the Supreme Council
of Judicature (as happened in the case of the former Deputy Attorney General).5 Unless they
are dismissed as described above, in practice they remain in office until their retirement. 

office of the attorney general
The Attorney General heads the Legal Service of the Republic. In exercising his or her duties
the Attorney General acts as the legal adviser to the President, the Council of Ministers,
Ministers and the Republic in general;  he/she also drafts legislation. Unlike for example in the
UK, the Attorney General is also the chief state prosecutor, and therefore represents the
Republic in court proceedings as a plaintiff or defendant at national, European or interna -
tional level; launches, continues or discontinues criminal proceedings; and recommends the
reduction, conversion or suspension of any court sentence. 

office of the auditor general
The Auditor General heads the Audit Service and is responsible for auditing the accounts of
the government, semi-state owned organisations and other bodies or funds of public nature,
as well as local government. The office of the Auditor General submits an Annual Report to
the President, who in turn submits the report to Parliament. The current Auditor General has
been very vocal and public in highlighting awards of contracts that he deems to be in breach
of correct procedures.

central bank
The Central Bank of Cyprus is charged inter alia with the implementation of the EU monetary
policy, financial oversight and the management of the Republic’s official reserves. The
Governor steers the work of the Central Bank in cooperation with the Board of Directors
he/she heads. Whereas the Governor is appointed by the President of the Republic (see
above), the members of the Board of Directors are appointed by the Council of Ministers. 

4 See, Articles 112 and 115 of the Constitution of the Republic of Cyprus.
5 ‘Supreme court rejects Erotokritou habeas corpus appeal’, by George Psyllides, Cyprus Mail, 25 October 2017,

http://cyprus-mail.com/2017/10/25/supreme-court-rejects-erotokritou-habeas-corpus-appeal/

http://cyprus-mail.com/2017/10/25/supreme-court-rejects-erotokritou-habeas-corpus-appeal/
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1.2.2  Commissioners
Largely as a by-product of EU membership, a number of senior public officials head inde -
pendent offices beyond those provided for in the constitution. These officials carry out work
on specific areas of interest and bear the title of commissioner, albeit in a different capacity
than the commissioners serving within the Presidency structure. They are appointed by the
President, and include Commissioners for Public Administration and Human Rights, Law,
Children’s Rights, Personal Data Protection, Telecommunications and Postal Regulation, and
State Aid Control.

Public administration and human rights commissioner (ombudsman)
The office of the Ombudsman serves as a mechanism for extra-judicial control of the public
sector and local government, dealing with cases of maladministration. It also serves as
National Human Rights Institution, Anti-Discrimination Body, Equality Body, Independent
Authority for the Prevention of Torture and Independent Authority for the Promotion of the
Rights of Persons with Disabilities. The office of the Ombudsman submits an Annual Report
to the President. An investigation is launched on the Office’s initiative or upon the submission
of a complaint. 

law commissioner
The Οffice of the Law Commissioner is tasked with ensuring that national legislation is up to
date and harmonised in relation to international legislation. The Office is also responsible for
the translation and codification of legislation as well as the update of the Primary and
Secondary Legislation Index of the Republic. The Law Commissioner reports directly to the
President.

1.2.3  Semi-governmental and other organisations
There is a long list of semi-governmental organisations as well as other bodies and councils
that complete the broader picture of the public sector. They encompass a vast array of
activities, including state-owned utilities, such as the Electricity Authority of Cyprus (EAC) and
the Cyprus Telecommunications Authority (Cyta), to regulatory bodies such as the Cyprus
Energy Regulatory Authority (CERA), promotional agencies such as the Cyprus Tourism
Organisation (CTO) and a range of other bodies. Their work is subject to the scrutiny of the
Office of the Auditor General.
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Source: various government websites and officials

Central Body of Equitable Distribution of Burdens 
Cyprus Agricultural Payments Organisation
Cyprus Assay Office (CAO)
Cyprus Broadcasting Corporation (CYBC)
Cyprus Energy Regulatory Authority (CERA) 
Cyprus Land Development Corporation 
Cyprus News Agency (CNA)
Cyprus Organisation for Storage and Management of Oil Stocks (COSMOS) 
Cyprus Organisation for the Promotion of Quality (CYS-CYSAB)
Cyprus Ports Authority
Cyprus Scientific and Technical Chamber (ΕΤΕΚ) 
Cyprus Sports Organisation 
Cyprus State Fairs Authority 
Cyprus Telecommunications Authority (CYTA)
Cyprus Theatre Organisation
Cyprus Tourism Organisation
Cyprus Transmission System Operator of Electrical Energy (Cyprus TSO) 
Cyprus Youth Organisation
Electricity Authority of Cyprus
Health Insurance Organisation
Human Resources Development Authority of Cyprus
Housing Finance Corporation  

Competition Authority
Cooperative Companies’ Service
Cyprus Media Complaints Commission
Cyprus Radiotelevision Authority
Cyprus Securities and Exchange Commission
Educational Service Commission
Hunt Fund
Public Service Commission
Tenders Review Authority

Council for Registration and Control of Building and Civil Engineering
Contractors
Council for the Examination of Derogations
Council for Trading Olive Cultivation Products 
Cyprus Council of Recognition of Higher Education Qualifications
Cyprus Potato Marketing Board
Sewerage Boards of Nicosia, Limassol-Amathus, Larnaka, Pafos, Paralimni
and Ayia Napa
Urban Planning Council
Water Boards of Nicosia, Limassol, Larnaka

Table 1 

Semi-governmental
and other
organisations

Other bodies

Councils 
and Boards

Semi-governmental and other organisations
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The following semi-governmental organisations and councils/boards are under the political
supervision of the Minister of Interior:

n Cyprus Broadcasting Corporation (CYBC)
n Cyprus News Agency (CNA)
n Cyprus Land Development Organisation 
n Cyprus Radiotelevision Authority
n Hunt Fund
n Sewerage Boards of Nicosia, Limassol-Amathus, Larnaka, Pafos, Paralimni, Ayia Napa
n Council for Registration and Control of Building and Civil Engineering Contractors
n Council for the Examination of Derogations
n Water Boards of Nicosia, Limassol and Larnaka

Public Service commission
This constitutionally established body (Article 124) is responsible for all decisions affecting
public administration personnel: appointments, promotions, transfers, resignations, retire -
ments, secondments of public servants, as well as disciplinary matters. Its five members are
appointed by the President of the Republic for a period of six years and enjoy similar rights to
judges of the Supreme Court, which means they too may only be dismissed from office on
disciplinary grounds and under the same procedure applicable to Supreme Court judges, as
described in Section 1.2.1.

SECTION 1.3: LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Local government authorities in the RoC are spread out in six administrative districts. These
are further divided into municipalities and communities, depending on their size and self-
governance capacity. 

1.3.1  Municipalities 
Thirty-nine (39) municipalities are functioning in the RoC: Agia Napa, Ayios Athanasios, Ayios
Dhometios, Aglantzia, Athienou, Akanthou, Famagusta, Aradippou, Yeri, Yermasoyia,
Geroskipou, Deryneia, Dromolaxia-Meneou, Engomi, Idalion, Karavas, Kato Polemidia, Kyrenia,
Kythrea, Lakatamia, Lapithos, Larnaka, Latsia, Limassol, Lefkara, Lefkonikon, Nicosia, Livadia,
Lysi, Mesa Yitonia, Morphou, Paralimni, Pafos, Peyia, Polis Chrysochous, Strovolos, Sotira, Tseri
and Ipsonas.

Of these 39, nine (Akanthou, Famagusta, Karavas, Kyrenia, Kythrea, Lapithos, Lefkonikon,
Lysi, Morphou) moved their seat to the government-controlled areas after the events of 1974,
where they continue temporarily to exercise their functions, albeit not in full scale. Registered
voters of these municipalities have voting rights in both the municipality of their origin as
well as that of their current residence.
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organisation and role

Each municipality is governed by the Municipal Council, which consists of the Mayor and the

Municipal Counsellors, which are minimum 8 and maximum 26 in number depending on the

number of the registered voters. 

The Mayor, who serves as the executive of his/her municipality, is elected by direct

suffrage for five years. inter alia, the Mayor represents the Municipality vis-à-vis any authority

of the Republic; chairs the meetings of the Municipal Council; carries out and supervises the

implementation of the decisions of the Municipal Council. The Municipal Councillors, who

advise and assist the Mayor in carrying out his/her duties, are also directly elected for a period

of five years.

Municipalities have competence in the following main areas.

n Construction, maintenance and lighting of roads.
n Collection and processing of waste.
n Protection and improvement of the environment, including the construction and

maintenance of parks and other green zones.
n Protection of public health.
n Initiatives, projects or other role in art, education, sport and community services.

1.3.2  Communities

Communities function in a similar way to municipalities, though on a smaller scale. They are

governed by Community Councils, whose members are elected by direct vote every five years.

The Community Representative (koinotárchis) serves as head of the Community Council with

executive powers.

As a result of the harmonisation process in the run-up to EU accession, the existing

legislation on community authorities was updated in 1999, so as to reflect the European

Charter of Local Self-Government of 1985. The Charter is an international instrument of the

Council of Europe, which considers that “public responsibilities should be exercised preferably by

the authorities closest to the citizens”. The RoC acceded to the Charter in 1988 (six years before

EU membership in 2004).

1.3.3  Parish community representatives (muktars)

The Minister of Interior appoints parish community representatives (colloquially referred to

as muktars) that offer a range of notary services to the public within the various parishes of

municipalities.
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In her report (no. 478/2012 et al.) of 29 September 2016, the Ombudswoman recommended
the speedy abolition of this institution on a number of grounds:

n The maintenance of a separate local structure within the existing local government struc -
ture (municipality) for the provision of certain services is not justified.

n Their appointment does not occur on the basis of objective, quantifiable criteria and
transparent procedures that ensure meritocracy; the sole criterion upon which these
decisions are based is the recommendations of the political parties, something that
corroborates public opinion about non-transparent procedures and decisions.

n muktars are not subject to scrutiny of the way they carry out their duties, therefore it is not
possible to check whether they are being carried out in an adequate manner.

n The services they provide may well be delivered by other existing institutions that are in
a position to guarantee professionalism and better service.
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The objectives in this section are to analyse a range of statistics and to draw conclusions
about various aspects of the human capital serving the public administration, from both a
quantitative and a qualitative point of view.

SECTION 2.1: QUANTITATIVE ASPECTS
The economic crisis, which in the RoC culminated in 2013 and brought about an agreement
between the government and international lenders on a three-year economic adjustment
programme, has had an impact on the public sector in terms of numbers. In the years imme -
diately before the crisis (2013) and throughout the implementation of the economic
adjustment programme (March 2013 to April 2016), there was a steady downward trend in
the overall number of public servants. In 2016, when the bailout programme ended, the
numbers picked up again. 

As we see in Table 2, the numbers of permanent central government employees in various
sectors (civil service, education, security forces) dropped steadily from 2011 until 2015, while
in 2016 and 2017 these numbers increased overall. These trends reflect a combination of
increase in the numbers of retiring public-sector employees and a pause or limited trend in
hiring new people. 

Section 2: 

HUMAN RESOURCES
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Table 2 

Employment in the broad public sector

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Central government, of which: 52,199 51,153 49,474 48,308 48,014 48,630 50,740

Civil service 19,258 18,768 17,925 17,455 17,213 17,203 17,118

Education 13,363 13,099 12,875 12,678 12,681 12,874 13,118

Security forces 10,158 10,111 9,962 9,723 9,670 10,135 12,266

Casual workers (paid hourly) 9,419 9,175 8,712 8,452 8,451 8,419 8,237

Non-profit organisations 5,831 5,830 5,765 5,650 5,612 5,662 5,631

Local authorities 4,796 4,854 4,642 4,359 4,267 4,264 4,232

Publicly owned enterprises 8,728 8,432 8,008 7,278 6,047 5,993 5,930

Total public-sector employment 71,553 70,269 67,890 65,595 63,940 64,549 66,806

Sources: cystat, employment in the broad Public Sector; government labour force by category.

new appointments
As part of the bailout programme, the government implemented a freeze or near-freeze on
new hirings. As illustrated in Graph 1, whereas the Public Service Commission did not
interview a single candidate in 2013, the number of candidates interviewed in 2016 by the
same Commission skyrocketed in comparison to previous years. This inevitably leads to
another conclusion: the increase in the number of candidates interviewed points to an
increase in the new permanent positions budgeted for by the government. By the same
token, Graph 2 shows a sudden boost in the number of newly hired public-sector employees,
compared to the considerably lower numbers of the previous years, notably the zero new
appointments in 2013.
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Graph 1 
number of candidates who underwent oral examination by the Public Service commission over
the period 2012-2016 

Source: Public Service commission, http://www.psc.gov.cy/psc/psc.nsf/edyar2016.pdf 

Graph 2
new appointments and promotions over the period 2012-2016 

Source: Public Service commission, http://www.psc.gov.cy/psc/psc.nsf/edyar2016.pdf 

http://www.psc.gov.cy/psc/psc.nsf/edyar2016.pdf
http://www.psc.gov.cy/psc/psc.nsf/edyar2016.pdf
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voluntary early retirement
At the same time, Table 3, in combination with Graph 3, shows a lively interest in leaving the
public service via voluntary early retirement schemes (VRS). This happened in the run-up
(2012), as well as during (2013) and immediately after (2014) the culmination of the crisis. The
fact that public servants opted for early retirement en masse in 2012 and 2013, points to a
keen interest of long-serving public-sector employees in securing the long-standing benefits
public servants traditionally enjoyed, before the range of benefits was subject to conditions
within the framework of the structural reform agenda agreed under the economic
adjustment programme.

Table 3
reasons for retirement from public service over the period 2012-2016

Reason for retirement 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Age limit 211 35 20 49 72

Voluntary early retirement (VRS) 734 926 365 97 107

Health reasons 23 23 19 11 11

Retirement pursuant to art. 53(I)6 4 16 4 5 6

Total 980 1000 408 162 196

Source: Public Service commission, http://www.psc.gov.cy/psc/psc.nsf/edyar2016.pdf 

Graph 3
number of public servants who left public administration on voluntary early retirement schemes
(vrS) over the period 2012-2016 

Source: http://www.psc.gov.cy/psc/psc.nsf/edyar2016.pdf 

http://www.psc.gov.cy/psc/psc.nsf/edyar2016.pdf
http://www.psc.gov.cy/psc/psc.nsf/edyar2016.pdf
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SECTION 2.2:  QUALITATIVE ASPECTS 
This subsection examines certain aspects of the public sector that point to tentative con -
clusions about the quality of human capital in the sector. Emphasis is placed on the level of
education of public servants, their efficiency in carrying out their duties, as well as female
participation.

education level 
A large proportion of employees in the public sector are highly educated. Specifically,
60.93% of public servants are either university graduates or also have postgraduate degrees.
University graduates are in the first place, accounting for 35.91% of the total, while those
educated at postgraduate level come second, accounting for about one-quarter of the total.
Public servants who have completed secondary school are the third-largest group in the
public service, accounting for 21.62% of the total.

Table 4
education level of public servants currently in service

Education Level Number Of Public Servants Percentage 

Postgraduate 3,098 25.02%

Graduate 4,447 35.91%

Higher education 939 7.58%

Post-high school training 1,216 9.81%

Secondary education 2,680 21.62%

Other 5 0.04%

Total 12,385 100.00%

Source: Public Service commission, http://www.psc.gov.cy/psc/psc.nsf/edyar2016.pdf 

female participation
The gender gap seems to be closing in favour of women vis-à-vis new appointments (see
Table 5), although the data illustrated below do not necessarily reflect an overall gender
balance in the public sector. On the other hand, there is a clear lack of gender mainstreaming
at the level of the executive, with only one or two female ministers (out of 11) having been
appointed over a decade. This trend is illustrative of female representation in key decision-
making positions in the public sector and the public sphere in general.

http://www.psc.gov.cy/psc/psc.nsf/edyar2016.pdf
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Table 5
number of male and female public servants appointed over the period 2011-2016

Year Male Female 

2012 9 14

2013 0 0

2014 14 7

2015 16 5

2016 80 153

Source: Public Service commission http://www.psc.gov.cy/psc/psc.nsf/edyar2016.pdf 

Table 6
number of male and female members on the council of ministers having served or been
appointed to serve over the period 2013-2023 

Year Male Female 

2013-2018 10 1

2018-2023 9 2

Source: author.

efficiency 
One can draw some conclusions about the efficiency of the public sector from Eurostat data,
by dividing gross value-added at current prices in the broad public sector (public
administration, defence, education, human health and social work activities) by hours
worked in the same sector. Analysis provided by Sapienta Economics for this paper shows
that gross value-added in the sector was €26.3 per hour in the RoC, compared with an EU28
average of €30.6/hour, a high of €62.2/hour in Luxembourg and a low of €6.1 in Bulgaria.
However, this measure does not take into account the differences in wages, which are also
reflected in total GDP and gross value-added figures for each country. Once gross value-
added in the public sector is adjusted for Purchasing Power Standard (PPS), then the
difference between the RoC and the EU28 average is smaller. PPS-adjusted gross value-added
in the broad public sector was €29.8/hour in the RoC, compared with an EU28 average of
€30.6/hour, a high of €51.52/hour in Luxembourg and a low of €12.8/hour in Bulgaria (see
Table 7). This suggests that, at the aggregate level at least, there is not much difference
between the RoC and the EU average in terms of public-sector productivity.

http://www.psc.gov.cy/psc/psc.nsf/edyar2016.pdf
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Table 7
Proxy for public-sector productivity

Proxy for publc-sector productivity 

Gross value-added per hour worked at current prices EUR

Bulgaria (lowest) 6.1

Cyprus (RoC) 26.3

EU28 30.6

Luxembourg (highest) 62.2

Gross value-added per hour worked, adjusted for Purchasing Power Standard (PPS) EUR

Bulgaria (lowest) 12.8

Cyprus (RoC) 29.8

EU28 30.6

Luxembourg (highest) 51.5

Source: Sapienta economics analysis of eurostat data.

A different picture emerges within specific subsectors, however. For example, World Bank
research suggests that the education sector is unproductive, in so far as the RoC under-
performs with respect to education outcomes, despite high public expenditure. The World
Bank Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) indicators showed the
attainment of 15-year-old students in the RoC underperforming the OECD average in all
three indicators: maths, science and reading ability. Moreover, the RoC was the worst
performer in all indicators and among all EU countries, with the exception of reading ability
in Bulgaria.6 This is despite the fact that the RoC has the second highest ratio of public
expenditure on education to GDP in the EU according to the most recent Eurostat data
(2011), at 7.9% of GDP, compared with an EU average of 5.3%.7 Expenditure on only
secondary education, at 3.1% of GDP, was the highest in the EU.

Another way of estimating productivity within different ministries is to examine data on
sick-leave. Table 8 illustrates the use of sick-leave rights by public servants within a specific
year (2015) across the various ministries, as well as among independent authorities. The data
refer to cumulative sick-leave taken without presenting a physician’s note to justify the leave
of absence. It is widely known that employees in the public administration in Cyprus feel
entitled to make take such sick-leave for purposes other than recovery from sickness. It is thus
common place that public servants invoke a couple of days of sickness in addition to annual
leave, and this is considered acceptable practice, so long as it remains limited.

6 World Bank, PISA 2015, http://www.compareyourcountry.org/pisa/country/CYP?lg=en
7 Eurostat, Expenditure on education as a % of GDP,

http://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/show.do?dataset=educ_figdp&lang=en

http://www.compareyourcountry.org/pisa/country/CYP?lg=en
http://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/show.do?dataset=educ_figdp&lang=en
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The extent to which public servants feel comfortable with practising what has been

described above may be indicative of the efficiency with which work is carried out

individually, but also as a whole within certain administrative clusters. Based on this formula,

the Ministries of Foreign Affairs and Health have the highest percentages of zero sick-leave

claims without a physician’s note. Specifically, 81.88% of employees at the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs and 81.30% of employees at the Ministry of Health did not claim a single day of sick

leave without a doctor’s note in 2015. This leads us to the conclusion that less than 20% of

staff of the respective ministries claimed ‘unjustified’ sick leave. On the other hand, over half

of the employees of the Ministry of Energy, Commerce, Industry and Tourism, the Ministry of

Labour, Welfare and Social Insurance, and the Ministry of Interior have made some use of sick-

leave without a physician’s note in 2015, ranging from one to eight days. More concretely, a

cumulative figure of 54.88% of public servants within the Ministry of Energy, Commerce,

Industry and Tourism took one to four days of such sick-leave in that year. At the same time,

a cumulative figure of 53.26% of the employees at the Ministry of Labour, Welfare and Social

Insurance claimed from one to five days of sick-leave without a doctor’s note.

Conversely, employees of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs have the lowest percentages of

use of this type sick-leave, between four and eight days. The equivalent percentages for

claims of one to three days are also among the lowest across the board (see Table 8). This,

combined with the figures in Table 2 regarding the total numbers of employees within the

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which are the lowest in central government, corroborates the

conclusion that claims of ‘unjustified’ leave can be indicative of public servants’ efficiency at

work. In the case at hand, the low number in terms of human resources at the Ministry of

Foreign Affairs makes employees of this ministry work more efficiently, hence the low

percentages of what might be termed unjustified paid leave claims. 
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8 Ministry of Defence
9 Ministry of Agriculture, Rural Development and Environment
10 Ministry of Justice and Public Order 
11 Ministry of Energy, Commerce, Industry and Tourism
12 Ministry of Labour, Welfare and Social Insurance
13 Ministry of Foreign Affairs
14 Ministry of Interior
15 Ministry of Transport, Communications and Works
16 Ministry of Finance
17 Ministry of Education and Culture
18 Ministry of Health
19 Independent Authorities

Sick leave without 
doctor’s note  (%) MoD8 MoA9 MJPO10 MECIT11 MLWSI12 MFA13 MoI14 MTCW15 MoF16 MOEC17 MoH18 IAs19

0 days 62.99 56.55 65.28 34.59 38.53 81.88 48.54 57.87 40.40 56.31 81.30 50.78

1 day 11.02 12.30 11.94 16.54 18.17 8.39 15.00 11.32 18.16 15.72 8.13 20.14

2 days 8.66 9.82 8.61 13.53 12.56 5.03 12.76 10.55 13.25 13.16 4.14 10.62

3 days 4.72 7.27 4.44 7.52 10.70 3.02 7.33 5.62 9.17 6.95 2.66 7.36

4 days 3.15 4.47 2.50 9.77 7.68 0.67 5.50 6.04 6.71 3.66 1.54 4.46

5 days 3.94 3.59 1.39 7.52 4.15 0.34 4.01 2.81 5.25 1.83 1.09 2.17

6 days 1.57 2.96 1.94 2.26 3.32 0.00 3.39 2.89 3.04 1.28 0.58 2.41

7 days 1.57 1.52 3.06 3.38 2.18 0.00 1.90 1.11 1.69 0.73 0.24 1.33

8 days 2.36 1.52 0.83 4.89 2.70 0.67 1.56 1.79 2.34 0.37 0.32 0.72

Table 8
Percentages of public servants in central government and independent authorities that took sick
leave without a doctor’s note in 2015

Source: cystat.
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In this section we examine the allocation of financial resources to the various entities of the
public sector and draw a number of preliminary conclusions.

SECTION 3.1: CENTRAL GOVERNMENT
As shown in Table 9, the total approved budget for the executive increased by approxi mately
€500 million in 2017 compared with expenditure actually incurred in 2016. The most notable
increases in financial resources allocated for 2017 concern the various independent offices,
where the approved budget increased by €190.5 million; the Ministry of Finance (an
increase of €98.4 million); and the Ministry of Defence (a rise of €65.2 million).

Table 9
Primary spending per ministry/independent authority in 2016-2020 

Section 3: 

FINANCIAL RESOURCES   

Actual Approved 
spending 2016 budget 2017 Budget 2018 Budget 2019 Budget 2020

Ministry/Independent Authority EUR m EUR m EUR m EUR m EUR m

Constitutional Powers 56.8 66.4 74.1 78.4 71.0

Constitutional Services 41.9 24.8 25.5 25.7 26.0

Independent Authorities 9.1 14.2 22.7 24.8 25.0

Independent Offices 51.2 241.7 242.1 248.7 247.8

Agriculture, Rural Development & Environment 223.3 238.7 224.3 239.6 242.6

Commerce, Industry, Energy and Tourism 39.9 37.7 48.3 48.3 47.9

Defence 286.6 351.8 352.0 357.0 357.0

Education and Culture 959.6 994.5 1,042.0 1,045.0 1,050.4

Foreign Affairs 69.1 78.6 82.7 84.5 84.2

Finance 1,473.7 1,572.1 1,336.2 1,416.4 1,491.1

Health 507.8 560.2 581.3 591.4 600.8

Interior 446.2 501.4 510.0 515.4 514.6

Justice and Public Order 250.0 282.7 294.6 295.0 309.2

Labour, Welfare and Social Insurance 960.1 913.8 929.5 937.0 939.1

Transport, Communication and Works 246.5 269.6 284.0 293.7 293.7

Total 5,621.8 6,148.2 6,049.1 6,201.4 6,300.4

Source: ministry of finance, Πρόταση προς το Υπουργικό Συμβουλίου (2018 budget Proposal to cabinet).
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SECTION 3.2: BROADER PUBLIC SECTOR
While there is less information about individual budgets for the broader public sector that
includes semi-governmental organisations, one can infer from actual expenditure data
that the budget for semi-governmental organisations is only around 8% of that for the
other state bodies. In 2017, spending on the state budget amounted to €5,537 million,
while spending on semi-public entities amounted to just €437 million. Local government
spending is also small, at just €264 million in 2017.

Table 10
government expenditure in 2017

Actual government expenditure in 2017 EUR million 

State budget 5,537

Semi-public entities 437

Extra budgetary funds 51

Local government 264

Social Security funds 1,582

Source: cystat, cyprus fiscal development,
http://www.mof.gov.cy/mof/cystat/statistics.nsf/economy_finance_12main_en/economy_finance_12m
ain_en?openform&sub=2&sel=2.

SECTION 3.3: LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
Local government authorities make use of different mechanisms to generate revenues, with
taxes, duties and licence fees being the main source of income. These may include the issuance
of professional licences, immovable property fees, waste collection fees, hotel taxes, fines and
so on. State funding is another source of income for local government. This includes funding
by the state for infrastructure works carried out by local authorities. The approved state
funding for local government authorities for 2017-19 amounted to €53.4 million per annum.

http://www.mof.gov.cy/mof/cystat/statistics.nsf/economy_finance_12main_en/economy_finance_12m
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The primary focus of this section is the reform agenda that was agreed upon in the framework
of the RoC’s economic adjustment programme. We will examine the extent to which this
reform agenda has been implemented (or not) as well as its impact on the public sector. The
section will conclude with remarks on particular aspects of the workings of the public sector,
which may pose challenges to its effectiveness.

Implications of reform implementation for the public sector
One of the pillars of the economic adjustment programme was dedicated to structural
reforms that were to be implemented by the government over the three-year cycle of the
programme. The reform component was included to ensure sustainability of public finances
in the medium and longer term. We will consider here three main reform projects: the
privatisation of state-owned enterprises, horizontal public administration reforms and reform
of the local government.

Privatisation
The privatisation plan concerned various public assets, among others the state-owned
utilities, the Electricity Authority of Cyprus (EAC) and the Cyprus Telecommunications
Authority (CYTA). A special unit for privatisation—which was later dismantled by the
government—was set up to function under the umbrella of the Ministry of Finance. The
decree placing EAC under privatisation was cancelled, while the government, which holds a
minority in Parliament, made several attempts to submit bills on the corporatisation of CYTA
which the opposition parties refused to pass. Plans to privatise the state lottery were also not
carried out. The only commercialisation that took place was that of the Limassol port, in
January 2017.  

With the exception of Limassol port, therefore, privatisation plans were ultimately never
implemented, and the relevant programme commitments remained outstanding. This was,
as mentioned, partly because of political opposition, partly because they were pushed
through late into the bailout programme and partly because the immediate need for
government revenues receded. By the time bills were introduced to Parliament, the worst of
the fiscal crisis was over. This removed the first aim of the privatisation plan, which was to
reduce public debt. 

Section 4: 

COMMENTARY   
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On the other hand, implementing the plan would have helped reduce fiscal risks in the
longer term, given the declining profitability of public companies. Other aims of the
privatisation programme were to improve economic efficiency, increase competition and
attract foreign investment. 

In view of how rapidly airline routes multiplied and how quickly tourism increased after
the closure of the state-owned airline, Cyprus Airways, in January 2015, the absence of
privatisation has also arguably held back the economy in broader ways. In the area of
telecommunications, public ownership has made it more difficult to attract partners for
international, high-speed telecoms links using the RoC as a hub. In the area of electricity, it
has hampered efforts to reduce dependence on highly polluting heavy fuel oil and diesel,
which account for more than 90% of electricity production. 

Public administration horizontal reforms
A set of bills intended to introduce horizontal reforms to the public administration was
drafted in the context of programme conditionality. They were never adopted, although the
current government continues to push for their implementation. The draft laws touched on
various labour aspects of public-sector employees. The reforms provided, among others, for
the modernisation of the appraisal system, the adoption of a meritocratic promotion system
for public servants and enhanced staff mobility. It also provided for the introduction of a
mechanism ensuring the fiscal sustainability of the wage bill by fixing it as a proportion of
GDP. The government has achieved the latter on a temporary basis. 

Another change that has been incorporated in the set of draft laws pertains to the role of
the Public Service Commission (PSC). The proposal aimed at stripping the Commission of its
absolute power to decide who is appointed, promoted or redeployed within the public
administration by giving this body a mere advisory role. 

The adoption of these laws would not only help reduce the medium- and long-term risks
posed to the sustainability of public finances. By introducing a more meritocratic-based
system, the changes would also reduce the pervasive influence of clientelism in the public
sector. 

local government reform
The reform of local government, which also formed part of the bailout programme, and is still
on the government’s agenda, has largely remained at a standstill. Bad financial management
(including deficits in provident funds), overspending and the lack of effective financial
scrutiny are a few of the problematic areas in the sector. Local government reform would
improve public finance management and efficiency in delivering local public services, and
would help the authorities meet the standards of a modern local government institution. 
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Appraisal of challenges facing the public sector 
The implementation of the reform agenda has met hurdles along the way, largely owing to
opposition to change in the status quo by various interest groups. The heavily unionised
public sector, together with a deeply rooted culture of clientelism, has given the minority
government very little room for manoeuvre in the light of an imminent risk of clashing with
a political establishment that feeds itself. 

In other words, the public sector is where the political parties—often via the trade
unions—reward their followers for their loyalty with placement within public administration.
That is why any reform effort suggesting change in the long-standing privileged status of
public-sector employees would be difficult for any government to push through. 

This may also partly explain the existence of a large number of public entities, such as the
various semi-governmental organisations: the need to serve the political establishment may
supersede the actual need for some of these organisations, or the added value of their work.
In this vein, avoiding duplication of work or having in place lean and efficient structures may
not always be the main criterion for decisions made in this regard.

Among the challenges is the inadequate scrutiny and absence of effective mechanisms
for checks and balances within the various public-sector entities, which often leaves room for
financial mismanagement that ultimately the taxpayer is called to pay for. Even in cases
where scrutiny by independent authorities (such as the Auditor General) produces certain
recommendations, the absence of tools to effectively follow up on such recommendations
renders them in practice ineffective.
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